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Abstract. This paper introduces our work at the automatic instance search task and localization 

task of TRECVID 2015 [11]. We introduce localization (LOC) task in details, especially data 

collection and two methods we introduced: NeC (Negative Clustering) and extra convolutional 

layers. Then our methods used in instance search (INS) task were summarized briefly.  

1 Task I: Localization (LOC) 

In this section, we introduce our localization task in details. We adopted fast-rcnn framework 

[1, 2] to do localization, and using VGG-16 model [10] as our baseline. 

Data collection 

We collected and labeled data of 11 concepts, including one more extra concept 'person', 

which is similar with anchorperson. We believe that 'person' category can enforce the model 

to learn distinguishing anchorperson and normal person. In 11 concepts, each concept has 

about 1000 samples at least, and about 50000 samples at most, totally about 120 thousands 

samples. We filtered the image which has not fully annotated 11 concepts. The details of data 

is described in Table 1. 

Concepts aero plane anchorperson boat bridges bus computers 

Images 7551 3081 25349 8847 6274 6435 

Objects 21450 3333 40638 10017 7866 8915 

Concepts flags motorbike person quadruped telephones - 

Images 1078 2997 47477 4518 8916 - 

Objects 1812 3384 22569 22597 12438 - 

Table 1. The images and objects numbers in training data for each concept. 

Baseline 

Before training, we used EdgeBox method [3] to do region extraction. After region extraction, 

about 2000 regions are generated for each image. Regions which has largest IOU with one of 

the ground truth larger than 0.5 are used as positive samples of this class and regions as 

negative samples, background class, when their largest IOU less than 0.5 and larger than 0.1 
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during training. After about 250k iterations, we generated the localization result named as 

Run ID: Trimps_1.txt.  

Negative clustering (NeC) 

We noticed that, the negative samples have not just one cluster. For examples, negative 

samples of small IOU with the class 'airplane' objects are not similar with negative samples of 

small IOU with the class 'person' objects. So we clustered these samples individually. To do 

this, in our model, we have 23 classes, 11 classes from Table 1 and another 11 classes from 

the negative samples of the Table 1. We call these 11 classes as 'neg_aeroplane', 'neg_person' 

and so on. And samples which have IOU with any objects less than 0.2 called 'background' 

class. That means if the sample has largest IOU with 'person' concept, but the IOU is between 

0.2 and 0.5, we labeled this sample as 'neg_person' class, and so on. 

Using negative clustering, we improved our results significantly. It is submitted named 

with Trimps_2_NEG_04.txt. This model can improve the results about 1.9 mAP in our test 

environment using our training data. 

Extra convolutional layers for localization task 

We introduced an extra convolutional neural network layer before fully connected layer in the 

model, as deeper network is better. As we mentioned, VGG model was used as the base 

model to do fine-tuning. After the convolutional layers, a ROI pooling layer was used to split 

the last convolutional feature map to regions about 128 as the mini-batch. We added a 

convolutional layer followed the ROI pooling layer. The result is named as 

Trimps_3_NOC_015.txt. After submission, we found that this model can improve the results 

by about 0.4 mAP. 

And we combine our negative clustering and extra convolutional layer in another model to 

improve our model. The result was submitted named with Trimps_3_NEG_NOC_045.txt.  

This got 2 point mAP improved.  

Experiments results 

We summarized our submitted result in Table 2. In Fig 1, we show some results of our 

localization. And we compared the results of our baseline with last year's localization results 

in Fig 2. The results shows that, our model improve the localization result obviously.   

Trimps_1.txt Baseline model 

Trimps_3_NOC_015.txt With extra convolutional model 

Trimps_2_NEG_04.txt Negative sample model 

Trimps_3_NEG_NOC_045.txt Combine negative clustering and extra convolutional layers 

Table 2. Four models and submitted results in localization task. 

Figure 3 shows the details of our results in Trimps_3_NEG_NOC_045.txt. 

  It was notable that we do NOT use multi-model combination is our submissions. We 

believed that combining several models can further improve accuracy.  



 

Fig. 1. Localization show case 

 

Fig. 2. Results from Trimps_1.txt compared with last year' LOC task. **Should note that two concepts were not 

same between two year’s tasks. 
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Fig. 3. Run ID: Trimps_3_NEG_NOC_045.txt. 

2 Task II: Instance search (INS) 

In instance search task we submitted four results. The results we submitted as shown in Table 3.  

To deal with instance search problem, we extract key frames from the 244 given videos and 

store them in JPEG format. And we get a key frame storage with more than 1M images. Four 

frameworks are proposed to solve this instance search problem and they are introduced in the 

submitting order: 

 



F_A_Trimps_1 oppo-SIFT + Streamed-KMeans + FastANN 

F_A_Trimps_2 RCNN global features 

F_A_Trimps_3 Selective Search + CNN + LSH 

F_A_Trimps_4 HOGgles + local features 

Table 3. The four models and submitted results in instance search task. 

 Using the bag of words (BOW) framework [4]. Firstly, extract oppo-SIFT [5] features from 

the key images. Then use K-Means algorithm to get the clusters. Since the features' size is 

too big to put into memory directly, we have to get over obstacles to implement the 

algorithm. Then use FastANN[6] to generate the codebook based on the features and the 

clusters. Then build an inverted index based on the codebook. Finally, get all the frames 

with the similar features as the query image. 

 Using Deep Learning global features. Firstly, extract Fast-RCNN features as the reference 

features from the key frames. Then, compute the global features of the target images, 

which are provided by the TRECVID community. We utilize the Euclidean metric as the 

major similarity measurement between a target feature and a reference feature.  

 Combining Deep Learning and BOW algorithms. Firstly, using selective search [7] 

algorithm to find the suspected bounding boxes from reference frames. Then, extract DL 

features from these boxes. Then, use LSH [8]to get the hash value of each boxes. Then 

build an inverted index based on these hash values. Then put in the query image and its 

boxes and get all the frames with similar boxes. 

 Using HOGgles[9] localization and SURF features. Firstly, manually choose an interest 

area from target frames. Then compute the HOGgles image of the interested area and use it 

as the convolution kernel to localize the area from a key image. Then extract the SURF 

feature from the target image’s interest area and the key frame’s interest area. Compare the 

features and compute the similarity between them. We get the 1000 frames with the most 

similarity of the interest area. 
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